Minutes of the PROTECT special workshop about MSW
Location: Rotterdam Port Authority, Location Heijplaat.
Date: 19 February 2014
For participants: See website.

1. Opening by Chairman
The chairman introduced Mr. Rob Gutteling, Deputy Harbour Master of the port of Rotterdam.
2. Welcome by Mr. Gutteling
Mr. Gutteling welcomed all attendees and stressed the importance of a Safe, Clean, Efficient and
Secure port. Workshops like this are important to liaise with other ports in order to harmonize the
implementation of the various EU-directives on the above subjects.
3. Germany
Uwe Kraft presents the German situation, supported by Stephan Gund. The presentations can be
downloaded from the website.
Topics include:










For the Crew List and Passenger List new messages must be developed by PROTECT.
For this information the privacy rules must be obeyed.
According to Lazaros the EU Directive 95/46 authorizes the reporting of personal data to the
authorities.
Responses on Incomplete or incorrect messages must include warnings, and should not be
rejected, unless the structure is incorrect which prohibits the proper processing of such
message.
Germany will not require a health declaration
The format of the visit-id has been defined in the ANNA project:
XXXXX (Un-Locode), YY (year), 9999999 (7 digit sequence number)
Example: DEHAM140193988
Customs Info is not included.

4. Portbase (The Netherlands)
Hans Rook presents the Dutch situation of Portbase including a live demo of the integration with the
HaMIS system of the Port of Rotterdam Authority.
Worth mentioning is the fact that there will be no web interface with the NSW.
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5. EMSA
Lazaros Aichmalotidis explains the Reporting Formalities Directive 2010/65/EU.
His presentation can be downloaded from the PROTECT website.
He confirms that the various business rules have been developed and approved (by whom?). These
documents are also available on the PROTECT website.
An NSW prototype project is underway with the following countries: BG-GR-IT-MT-RO-NO.
He asks if PROTECT is prepared to assist with the mapping of the Edifact messages.

6. Belgium
Nico de Cauwer confirms that the situation in Belgium can be compared with Germany, and refers to
the PROTECT quick scan version 0.9.

7. France
Frederic Gilletta explains the status in France with 45 ports. See also his presentation made during
the previous meeting on NSW, and refers to the same quick scan

8. United Kingdom
Unfortunately Ole Krebs could not attend to this workshop. Raymond Seignette gives a brief
recapitulation on the basis of a diagram from a previous presentation. Again reference to the quick
scan on the PROTECT website
9. The Netherlands
Raymond Seignette presents a view on the data quality and re-use of data in a NSW environment.
His presentation can be downloaded from the PROTECT website.
After some discussion it was concluded that some data can be re-used, but this is not the same as
sharing data. Some static data, like for example, Ships Information, can be shared, whilst dynamic
data, like cargo information, can be re-used.
10. Recapitulation
Herman also summarized a few conclusions. Please consult Herman for these.
Herman recapitulates the relationship of PROTECT with EMSA and thanks Lazaros for his attendance
and contribution to the workshop.
Lazaros explains that he is pleased to give his cooperation and will be glad to accept any assistance
from PROTECT.
Herman thanks all participants and closes the meeting/workshop. Next meeting: 26/3/2014.
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